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COPPER COMMANDO
is the official
newspaper of the Victory Labor-Manage·ment Production Committees of the Anaconda Copper. Mining Company and its
Union Representatives
at Butte, Anaconda, Creat Falls and East Helena, Montana. It is issu\d every two weeks . . •
,COPPER COMMANDO is headed by a
joint committee
from Labor and Management, its polides are shaped by both
sides and are dictated' by neither. .' ••
COP,PER COMMANDO was ~fablished
at the recommendation
of the War Department
with the concurrence
of the
)Var Production Board.
Its editors arfi\
Bob' Newcomb and Ma g Sammons; its
safety editor is John L. Boardman; its
chief photographer
is AI Cusdorf; its
staff ph'otographer is Les Bishop ••• Its
Editorial Board consists of: Denis McCarthy, CIO; John F. Bird, AFL; Ed Renouard, ACM, from Butte; Dan Byrne,
CIO; Joe Marick, AFL; C. A. Lemmon,
ACM, from Anaconda; Jack Clark, CIO;
Herb Donaldson, AFL, and E.S. Bardwell,
ACM, from Creat Falls ••••
COPPER"
COMMANDO is mailed to the home
every employee of ACM in the four loca,tions-if
you are not receiving your copy
advise COPPER COMMANDO
at 112
:Hamilton Street, Butte, or better still,
~,rop in and tell us. _ Th:is is Vol. 3, No.

of
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/
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THE
YEA R 1944 was' important for the fact that the tide ~f the war,
for the first time, swung in the direction of the United Nations. To m~rk
it" the for~es und_!!rCeneral Eisenhower sfeam-rollered, from practicall,
all directions, toward the gates of the enemy.

-

P~st-war plans got going. Reco nversion talk was in the air. ,T he
word went around that soon the boys would be homfi!~that shortly we
would have new homes and new ca rs, and butter without points.
In December the great Allied offensive ground to a stop. The Nazis
mounted a,'counter-offensive that staggered us, sent us rEtelingback-ward
and backward.
'
Whatever grea,t Allied- strides have occurred since, and wh a teve r
may happen in the future, let's learn a lesson from that.
The war isn't
_over.
Because copper is such an essential metal, because the war cannot
be WODwithout copper,
your editors journeyed once again to the' mills
of
.
,
The American Brass Company, a subsidiary of the Anacon'cla Copper Min, ing Company, to see in what ways your Montana cOPper.is now going to
war. Readers, those mills are roarin g; all of productive America has gritted it~ teeth and hissed at the Axis, u,Youcan't do that to us I"
'This issue, then, is given over to great scenes of battle actJQn on, the
production front i~ Connecticut. T'here's where: your copper is 'going.
And all of us know where it goes fr,om there - int~ the hides of the
enemy.

r
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This is a view of the other side of the £::.rnace.
showing the red hot slugs coming out. These are
copper slugs to be forged into terminals for making batteries for submarines. Tongs are used to
transfer the slugs from the furnace to the die.
Operator must hold the slug at an angle proper
for,good forging.'
,
These are the copper slugs being put into the oilheated furnace to get them red hot. Trays of slugs'
are shown on the pans in the ,left foreground.

T HE

*

MOOD in C~n~ecticut, and all
through the East thes~ days, is strictly
business. The country' was caught with '
her plants down, at a-time when we were '.
all figuring the mess was as good as over.
That taught the big manufacturing plants
everywhere a lesson. it taught Washington' a lesson. It taught a lesson to our
military leaders who predicted, off and'
en', during 1944, that last Christmas'
would see the finish of the war in Germany.
At Christmas time, 1944, we were
beihg pushed back much faster than we
had advanced. We were losing men right'
and left. We are paying for our optimism,
for our zeal to return to peacetime operation, with the lives of thousands of fine
young AQ"'ericans, and with the unending
grief of their parents, their widows and
children.
Back East, though, where the shock
was greatest, they. don't point the finger
\
'
of scorn at anybody except the people.
What's the sense ofcdarnning a general
who hadn't taken the weather 'into ac-:
count? What's the use in griping about
another who might have figured "Russia
'would move right into Berlin from the
East earlier than she did?
Because thi\_ is written some days in
advance of publication, we can't tell you
what the war news was yesterday, or was
this mor~i_ng. We certa_inly can't tell you
what it, will be tomorrow. The radio is
,
burdened with second guessers and the

.

Flash- or surplu~ forging is remo\red in the trimming die. This surplus metal is sliced off and the
forging is ready for the next operation.

FOB WAR

*

In the Pressed-Metal Department at Ansonia, Connecticut, of the American Brass
Company, an Anaconda s~bsidiary, parts
are being forged for many types of combat
equipment.
This i·s a small department,
but it is a vital cQgin the Allied war machine.
These folks are busy forging for
war,and
for an early peace. -

news analysts of the newspapers have
been known to make mistakes,
We've
made a few ourselves,
But the thing to remember is this:
No matter how good the news is, each
daily victory is only a link in a chain. We
don't have the Axis down until we have
them out.
The big manufacturing plants in the
East, in the middle West-all
through the
country-are
now grimly determined
to
smash this thing right through until final
~ victory is won. Let's forget the talk, they
say, aboutnew cars and new refrigerators
and new homes. We got stuck once on
peace talk; let's not get stuck again.
On this page are pictures from the
. Pressed Metal Department at Ansonia ,
Connecticut, of The American 8rass Company, a subsidiary of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company.
We re-visited
these Connecticut mills because we wanted to. see at first hand, and to tell you
with pictures, what this production war
looks like when it goes into high gear.
In peacetime you probably wouldn't
have given this department,
which' is
small. more than a passing glance. But

Forgings must be very carefully inspected. After
the fo·rging has been dunked in cold water to cool
it, ,the sub-foreman gives it a good examination.

today it is shoving out essential parts for .
aircraft, landing craft, guns, submarjnes
_/and dozens of other pieces of vital war
equipment.
The, parts being made. the
day we were there, and shown on this
page, are hot-forged terminals for Allied
submarines. Sure, the submarines are d~- ing a job, and in all oceans.
About eighty people, I in a department with over. -two thousand dies, are
getting out the rush orders here for Uncle
Sam. Your copper is in every piece. These
are all men who, like you and ~u and
us, figured this war was prettywell
set
and we could start looking ahead to peacetime.
~ .
Now they know, and we all should
'realize, that we spoke too soon. The hot
forgings from this department
will do
their share to turn the tide against the
Axis for good.
'
Everywhere throughout the East not
only in the brass mills of Connecticut: but
in manufacturiug
plants turning out war
essential parts, the spirit is the same. It is
no easy job to whip together the full productive effort of our factories in the face
of over-confidence on the part of the people. But the job is being done; workers
in plants are now more war-conscious
probably than they were a year ago. The
w~r will be over sooner, and the' boys
WIll be back faster, if we all feel the same
way about it.
'
I

*

The trimmed forging now complete, the finished
terminal is ready for final inspection. -Here the
chief inspector al!d assistants look them over.

THE 'WAH
'NEEDS
METAL
HOSE\.

*

.

Meta' hose was on the job in the latest
sea battle with the Japs. ,in the latest trip,
over Nazi territory.

Your' Montana cop-

per is going into this metal hose which is "
oil
,This is basket-weave wire braiding-the
finish~d
braid has many wartime uses, one of them being to

key product in this·war.

eliminate electrical disturbances on radio systems
of planes. Your Montana co'pper is in every strand.

",

Here is another view of wire braiding-the
finished product. has many uses for. the Armed

Services. This operator has a brother who is arr air.
photographer; his life may depend upon her.

Here steam hose is tested for battleships. This
hose is made almost entirely of your copper, with

less than two per cent tin. This hose is tested
fully according to specifications of the U. S. Navy.

.4.
/
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• REMEMBER
that big sea skirmish' with
the Nips a short time ago, when Uncle
Sam's battle-wagons
chewed up a few
of the "sons of Heaven"? Remember that
recent foray over Germany, when, our,
planes unloaded thousands of bombs 'on
Nazi fortifications and factories? You do?
Well, your copper from Montana went
the whole route.
Copper was in every
'battleship and in every plane.
If these great raids are to continue,
if our battleships, tanks, planes and submarines are to carryon, then flexible metal hose and tubes must be turned out
night and day. By producing these needed
supplies, the Metal Hose Branch of The
'American Brass.Company does its part in
taking a sock at the Axis.
,
The first operation is basket-weave
wire braiding-look at the two upper pictures at the left. It's an electrical operation, but the girl operator must be on the
alert to see that not a single strand of wire
is cut off. This braided tubing, when finished, is used for one thing, to eliminate
noise disturbances
in radio systems on , ,
planes. It is used to hook up the nerve
center of the plane, and is the mechanical
protection for electrical wiring. In some
instances .the bronze inner tube with copper wire braid is used for carrying high
pressure steam on battleships.
All tubing
is tested,
of' course,
against Navy specifications.
The steam
hose being checked.in the bottom picture
comes in twenty-five foot lengths with
packed on heat-proof couplings, and is
used to blowout
boi lers and for emergency work on Navy vessels. The hose is
983;4 'per- cent' copper and 1 V4 per cent
tin, which is the best known corrosion resistant for ,steam.
You can paste it in your hat that
the folks at the Metal 'Hose Branch are
hustling to get this war over with. Most
of them have close relatives in the service,
and this war can't end too soon for them.
,

r
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FBEN(;Jl
TUBE

*
, One of the main arteries~of The American
•
Brass Compa.ny 'in Connecticut
is the
French Small Tube B-ranch. J Founded by
Fred W. French ~ndhis
son, Leon, in
'1906, it has become one of the best
known tube' mills in the whole world,
with a/reputation
for getting as close to
pertection as one could hope. This fa-'
mous plant, which produces, civilian es-

_

sentials in peacetime, is turning out tube
today for countless war uses .•• Back of
French Tube is an interesting and stimu-,
lating story and your editors want to re- ~
count if for you. Co":,e along with us on
th-is tour of the French Small Tube Plant
and see for yourself what a'tremendous
war job is being done there. When peace
is assured this branch will return to the
job of pro~'iding tube for American industry. While ,
-we move
. through this plant,
let us bear in mind that these people ~ho
work
here are well aware of the imporI
tant war job they are doing. This Branch
has many former employ~es 'in service,
and ma~y fathers and mothers and brother~ ,and f sisters of service men are' busy
here today, doing everything they can to
speed the _!layof final V'idory.

*

French tubing for th~ battlefronts-for
many
use~, for sea-water distillation units, for oxygen
pressure gages, instrument, oxygen, fuel and hydraulic liJles on airplanes, airplane radiators, oil
coole;s and 'e,ngine intercoolers', fuses and torpedo
parts for ~adio and radar. Below, cups are hammer~d into each end of the tube to keep out all
the moisture. Coils shown are about fifty feet
long; following this operation, th'e ends of the
coils are dipped and- soldered for protection.

I

ONE
OF THE really 'gre~~ war production jobs is being done in Connecticut in
the French Small Tube Branch: They call
it French Tube for short, but there is
nothing short about, the job they're doing, and that's -a long but interesting
story,. Sit back and listen to it.
First, you ought to know something
about the plant itself and its history, It's
one of those success sagas that could hap ...
pen 'Only in this country. It starts in 1906
with a condemned building built of red
brick. This apparently useless' building
was purchased, for a small amount, bi
Fred W. French and his son, Leon. The
building wascarefully torn down, and the
bricks hauled to the present site of the
French "mills. Here they were used to
construct a new bui Iding. The Frenches
hired Italian masons to do the' work, but
when the bui Iding was finished, the father,
and son and one other man equipped it.
They assembled a steam engine and
erected a forty-foot steel stack, Installed
two draw benches and with nothing much
left but native courage, skill and a whole
lot of confidence in themselves, they.went
into the brass business as The French
Manufacturing Company. ,
,
, The specialty of the company was"
and still is, small diameter, thin gage
tubing.
The French-made tubes were better.
than any other tubes on the market-, if
didn't take people long to find that out,

• Here at the left, the coils have come from the end of the chain belt, and this
operator is seen dipping and soldering the ends of the coils to ,make them
air tight. One of tubes made at the French Tube Branch is for radiator tubing in airplanes, which is expanded and shaped'with
six sides, all in the
same operation. In the piCture above, the operator is annealing the tubesthat is, softening them up for the machine which will not expand them
and shape them into a hexagon. There are many women and girls at work'
In the Connecticut brass mills. Most of them have close relatives in the
service. It is interesting also to note how many members of a single family
a~e engaged entirely in war work, apa,rt from those in the Army or Navy. '
This is a tribute not only to the patriotic spirit of many people in the East-.
native-born and foreign-born alike, but' also to the French Tube Branch.
A survey of the plant discloses an excellent spirit among the workers the,re
-they
are devoted to the Branch and to the vital war job they are doing.
N~t a large plant, it still is turning in a great performance for Uncle Sam.

Nobody else seemed able to make them.
The word got around, and the industrial
'world soon beat a path to the door of this
small plant. The company grew and prospered, but it never, got a big head as a
result of self-satisfaction.
Fred W. F~ench, the father, had two
outstanding manias. One, was cleanliness.
He insisted th~t his. mills be in spotless
condition at all times.
Cold drawing
tubes of tough metal called for large

quantities of' greasy lubricants, and the
average tube mill is a greasy, slimy place.
But the French mills are kept as clean and
bright as a food processing plant. Mr.
French's second mania was for doing the
impossible; he was the victim of an urge'
to. do something people told him couldn't
be done. Even when he could afford to
buy equipment he. could profitably use,
he still preferred to design and build it
himself.
Many complicated and highly

specializedfube
products which are now
standard equipment today throughout all
industry, are the result of Fred French's
insistence
upon making
things
that
couldn't be .made.
When The American Brass-Company
bought The French Manufacturing .Company, in 1929. and re-named it the French
Small Tube Branch, it wisely left its control in the joint vice presidency of ',Fred
W. and Leon French. Upon the 'father's

We have just been telling you about the machine which expands the tube
and at the-same time puts six sides on it. This tubing, as you know, is used
for radiators in airplanes. It is nine inches 'long, .004 gage, with a .210 inch ~ outside diameter and is made of copper. The operator you see in the pic- '
ture at the right is working the machine. Like other women in the plant,
she is doiilg her best to help get the war won; a mother, she has a son-inlaw in the South Pacific. In the picture below you see one of the teststhis\girl is submerging the tubes in a test tube for leakage. If there is a leak,
the test will show it, under this -air pressure of 120 pounds. If there is a
flaw, the tube is rejected. This is only one of a number of te~ts the tubes
must undergo before they are finally passed. Here again, is a woman in the
French Tube Branch doing her share for Uncle Sam, in addition to the one
which members of her family are already doing in uniform. She has two
brothers in the service, and she is welf aware that the radiator tubes for aircraft wl;tich she inspects must be all right, or lives will be endangered •

.
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Th-e first step in finishing a tube to specifications
is called "pointing." Pointing prepares the tube
for drawing, which lengthens the tube and gages

it-the
irian in the upper left is pointing: In the' second .,icture, the operator is drawing small
diameter tubes, and in the thi~d picture, t~e t~bes ...

.

-

are shown after they have been annealed and
. pickled. The tubes' are shown 'being raised here
fr~m their cleansing bath i,n $ulphuric. acid.

000 'four-motored
airplanes, have- been • death a short while ago, the Branch came
produced by the men and women at the - ,
under the di rection of Leon whose son,
French Tube Branch.
Fred W., 11, has recently come into the
Pointing is, the first stepin finishing
plant to' carryon.
the fa~ily tr-adition.
French Branch retains all the individuality
- .a' tube to specifications. Poirrting prepares the tube for drawing, which length- of its early days, and still designs and
ens the tube and gages it. It is important
builds much of the machinery it uses to
,
to support the tube as it goes through
turn out' products which ..no one else can
the die in drawing.
There are ninetyduplicate, Even under the driving stress
three
draw
benches
in
all. - Then comes
of war' production" departments
in _the
the annealing, the pickling and the
French mills are all as neat as pin-so straightening-they
have to be straightUncle Sam 'doesn't forget 'outstandened before they can be shipped. The
ing jobs, and when World War II loomed
tests against government specifications
before him,. the French. Small Tub e
are most thorough, and the tests comprise
Branch was immediately called upon to
the last step, At French Tube there is no
make tubing of many sizes, not only to
"spot'ttesting. Every tube is tested before
meet unusually exacting specifications
it is shipped. We hope that our pictures,
butalso in quantities far in excess of any
which
accompany this section on the
previous record. One order from Uncle
French Tube Branch, will give you a good
Sam was for more than 34,000 miles of.
idea
of how great a volume of wartime
copper radiator tubes, tubes so small and
traffic is pouring through this plant.
thin that it took as -much as 137 feet
French Tube has performed almost
to make a pound. Other orders have inTubes for hydraulic lines, ,planes, landing gear and
a production mi racle. Thanks to the gencluded sea-water disti lIation units and
turrets are made in the French Tube Plant. In th.is
ius of Fred W. French, Sr., and to those
condensers, oxygen pressure gages; inpicture. tubes' are being tested under pressure.
of the French family who are 'carrying
strument, oxygen, fuel and hydraulic lines
'on the tradition, Uncle Samis getting the
on airplanes; airplane radiators, oil cool-at Jeast part of it. When the war is
country's best-and
probably the world's
. ers and engine intercoolers, radio and rafinally won, French 1ube will go back to
best-in
tubing necessary to get this war
dar equipment, fuses and torpedo parts.
peacetime production and will start again
won.
Over 7,000 miles of intercooler tubes.
setting peacetime records.
That's the
) .A men .can way.
alone, sufficient to equip upwards of 10aAnd that's the story of French Tube

FOLKS

FRENCH

AT
TUBE·

.. We met many fine,
at the left .co-editor
Fred French II a few
of tubes made.at the
scene in the second

hard-working people. Below
Marg Sammons lear~s from
of the many thousand shapes
plant. That's a typical ~Hice
picture, where much of. the

planning goes on to insure steady, top-speed production in our war to beat t~e Axis. Sure, they
have women crane operators. In the picture at the
right, two operators pause to say hello in a Frenchdesigned' and built crane.

'THIN
SHEET
METAL
I

*

While the production of vital materials
at the American Brass plan,ts represents
, a single gigantic operation, still when you
look at it closely, it is actually made up ()~
a great number of small operations. They
are all hitched together, each doing its /
part .. For the demands for copper are so
great and so varied that its wartime uses
run literally into the hundreds with no
This is the instrument panel on an annealing fur- ~ajor piece of war efluipment lacking it
pace, with operator checking the temperature.
••. Another one of the departments which
•
is doing its, great share in the Connecticut
Valley is this one, which produces thin
" sheet "':'etal for various military requireFUNNY
TH ING, how much a man's
ments Gf your UnCle Sam. Here, day in
,Ii~ can depe-nd on a detail. He raises his
and day out, a crew G,f loyal and de-,
head a second too, soon and the song is
voted workers 'are turning Gut metal acended. He slips 'in the mud of France and
falls, and the bullet that had his name'
cording "to Uncle Sam's rigid specificaon it speeds harmlessly over his helmet.
tions. They do not know to what. com'He survives three attacks by Nazi sub, plete use their products are put any mGre
marines crossing the Atlantic, and a week
than we in MGnta,na do, but they are,
later he stumbles on a tennis court and
well aware that their products are parbreaks his ankle.
.celled Gut for vital m,ilitary needs.
Here is another one of the operations
taking place today, and in high gear, at
:The American Brass Company. This one
(tears with thin sheet metal and if- that
I

_...

~

'"

Metal is passed through the high speed precision
roll. This is a machine which presses the, metal
down to the required thinness. It works in the,

*

same way your wife rolls out dough with a rolling
pin, only there are four of them,.and each compresses the metal as it passes thro.ugh. Here you

I

sounds like something that doesn't have
to do with .the war; then you have a second think coming. For the major job of
this department at American Brass is devoted to the production of timing fuses
for bombs; 'Montana copper is in these
.f iming fuses.
It comes right out of the
Butte mines, is moved to the smelter
at Anaconda, on to Great Falls, into the
mills' of American Brass and from there
to arsenals and on to the battlefronts all
over the world. At Butte the boys begin
the job. On fighting fronts from Berlin
to Tokyo the boys aze finishing it.'
Bombs, with Montana's copper' in
the fuses, are raining dow~ probably at
this very minute on military locations of
the Nazis and the Japs. They are being
unloaded on war production
plants in
Germany and Japan.
They are being
dropped in the laps of the Krauts and the
Nips on every major battlefront.
'
,
In Montana, 'copper may sometimes
seem far removed from the scenes of action. But when you go through +hese
various departments
at American Brass
and see Montana copper supplying part~
for, planes, essential metal for landing
craft and the shells they unload after
they get where they're going, you begin
to get a bigger notion of the part we in
Montana are playing.
'
. Thin sheet metal is used for timing
fuses, but it's used for' many other things
too. The metal doesn't go into final military form, you understand, at these brass
mills in Connecticut.
It moves on to arsenals and to factories all over the country, at the direction of the War or Navy
.Department. ' In Montana we give Uncle
Sam what he asks for, and he sends it
where he needs it most.
see the metal after it has been coiled. Here is your
Montana copper on the way to do a big league job
for Uncle Sam, who needs copper plenty.
l

Here at the left we see hot Tobin Bronze billets
comin~ out of a heating furnace to be. rolled. In
the second picture we see tough Tobin Bronze

shafting for a landing craft coming through the
hot rolls. This is the ;fifth pass for this shafting
through
the rolls. In the third picture, back ~the
,

shafting goes again-note
how it has thinned
down from the previous pass through the rolls.
Each pass reduces it further.

NATIONS
AT WAR need a sea-going
metal, something that will stand the gaff
of salt water. The United States, deep at.
war, needs the best it can get in metals
for use under water, metals that will bear
up .under the attacks that sal t water
makes on them.
That need prompted Uncle Sam to
call for the first and oneof the greatest
scientifically developed copper alloysTobin Bronze, named after Lieut. John
Tobin, U. S. N:; who years ago developed
this wonderful metal., A useful peacetime material for many purposes, it has
its greatest use todavin aiding the Navy.
For Tobin bronze has great corrosion resistance to salt water. It's' aood for ship
parts below water, and good for parts exposed to ocean weather.
Sixty per cent copper, 39,25% zinc,
and .75 % tin are used in making the
Tobin Bronze billets which average from
750 pounds to 2,000 pounds each, and a
large part of that' copper and zinc comes
fromMontana.
These billets are moved
-bv the ov~rhead crime, -from the casting
shop and loaded onto the platform ready
to be shoved into the furnace. Around
fifty bars or bi llets are heated at the same
time 'in the furnace, and you'll usually
find the platform loaded with seven or
eight billets on hand ready to go in.
_ When the hot round Tobin Bronze
billet becomes semi-plastic at around 650

*

degrees, it . will drop out at the front of.
the furnace onto a steel roller conveyor •.
which carries i·t up to the reducing , mill
proper. The red hot, billet is reduced to
the required diameter b.y being moved by
'the men to the various grooves of the
.roll, There ~re thirty-two grooves in the
roll and a seven inch diameter billet can
be reduced to three inches by this, roll.

.At the left below we see the hot bi'llets ready to
go to tbe reduclng roll. At the right, below, is an
extrusion machine, which makes shafting not as

r.

\

TOBIN,
BRONZE
.

'.

.r:

AT WAR
Salt water

The boys move the.red hot billets to
the various grooves. When the billets are
reduced to the required size, they are
brought along the steel floor still red hot
and the metal' is allowed to cool by air on
the floor. From this point it is actually.
Tobin Bronze shafting. The shaft is then
milled 'to obtain a perfect surface, annealed and cold drawn through a steel
die to reduce diameter
and increase
length. It is pickled or cleaned by dipping
'in a sulphuric acid solution and drawn to
'finish size on a draw bench; straightened'
"
on a Medart straightening
machine",
sawed to length and inspected.

is an enemy of most metals.

,

'

But :robin Bronze, a product of The American Brass Company,

has great corrosion

,

I

resistance to salt water. It is good for sh'ip
parts below water, ~nd it will stand the
gaff of heavy ocean weather. Today Tobin
B,ronze is used chiefly for propeller shafting for landing craft.

So as victory comes.

closer an~ our landing craft· mount more
and more beac1hes, just

remember

that

yqur Montana copper is helping ~he boys
get there.

tough as Tobin Bronze. However, the Navy uses it
. in large quantities. A hot billet is pushed through
a round die at ·tremendous pressure to make this

'

It is a long jump from the Anselmo
mine" or from the flotation tanks at the
Smelter: or from the Electrolytic Copper
Refinery at Great Falls-'it's
a long jump
from there to the beachheads of the Pa.
cific, where the: landing craft are piling
up in each morning's headline to take the
measure of the Nip. But it isn't such a
long jump when you stop to figure it out.;'·
And we ':lust figure it out.
shafting', then drawn d~wn to the proper size fo.
use in Navy ships, This plant is a:l.lout in produc ..
ing vital war materials for Uncle Sam,

h'

the top' pi~tu;e at the left i~ shown a Medart
.fraig'htener. This W;ac.hineis straightening a-2112
"inch Tobin Bronze shaft for a landing craft. In the

picture at the right, the operator is machining an
8 inch Tobin B,ronze shaft from the forged billet
in a lathe. Note "the New Haven freight ear in the

background readf to be loaded with wa; material
for a government arsenal. The rails are heavy'
.these days with aUkinds of equipment.

DERE IS TOBIN BRONZE

Some of the processes in any modern factory still
. are done best by hand -. Here at the left we see
two experts straightening the shafting by actually

bumping it on a wooden block. These men are so
skilled at this work that they are superior to any
machine yet known. Over th,ere at the right a load

of shafts is lifted by crane and moved along to
the next operation. This is one of the busiest
places in Connecticut today.

Here is the proof, shown at the left. This man is
te~ting, in a very sensitive instrument, the shafting shown above to determine that it is absolutely

straight. The man in the center picture is "miking" the fi"ished shafts, using the micrometer. In
the third picture we see another form of this sea-

'going metal. This is a 100 inch four-rolJ rolling
naval brass sheet for Navy fighting craft. now
being produced,in ,reat quantities.

•

BRASS MILL
I

e
A S far as we are able to

learn from government sources, our Montana copper is
going chiefly into ammunition and electrical communication systems. Of course
there are tremendous quantities of our
copper being used in planes, notably the
8-:29 Superfortresses
which are lashing
away at the Nips almost daily, and there
is a great deal as well in landing craft and
tanks. The interior of a big bomber or of
a tank is literally a network of copper
wiring.
The reason for the stepped-up de·
mand for copper was because none of our
military people had been able to estimate
accurately how much material would be,
used. It isan actual fact that for a time
'([t may sti II be the case) we were shooting away at least ten times as much small
arms and heavy ammunition as we had
figured we would, The day's production
-ofa Butte miner can be shot away in this
war in a matter of seconds.
You really
don't get a good grasp of how much cop·
per this' war requires until you visit the,
brass mills and the Army and Navy arsen ..
als where the stuff is being molded into
finished form.

No Time to Slow Down

I

an

through many mining and metallurgical
problems, and it 'is really swell when
everybody from the top man down helps
) us keep our facts straight.

~
HE :~ountry's bra~s m'iUs to which
flow a steady stream of your copper from
Montana, are humming the-se days., No·
where is this more true than in the 'Con·
The same thing holds true at Tha
necticut Valley mills of the Ameri,can
American Brass Company in Connecticut, ,
Brass Company, subsidiary of the AnaIn this picture Marg Sammons is getting
,conda Copper Mining Company.
the dope from Jules [ugnez, foreman at
As you know, your .editcrs revisited
the Pressed Metal Department.
The American Brass mills following the
reverses in Europe in December when the
Women on the Job
Nazis sla~hed back at the Allies and upYou would be amazed to see the
set our timetable. Cranted, the news has
great number of women in eastern plants,
gotten a little better/ since then. At' th,e
not only in the brass mills but everywhere'
time this is written, we are all pleased
in eastern war production factories.
One
with the victories in the Pacific and have. '
thing that struck us during our last trip
noted with pleasure the assaults of the
Commando in Connecticut
was the high, percentage of middle-aged
Russians against the gates of Berlin. But '
This doesn't have anything particu ..
women
who wore service pi ns.
One
your top military authorities, and th,{ are
larly to do with our trips through the
woman, Mrs. Katherine Booth, whom we
the boys who know, will tell you that the
brass mills (both Bob Newcomb and
interviewed
several months : ago and
collapse of a single enemy stronghold does
Marg Sammons, editors of Copper Com.'
whose picture we used on a front covert:
not spell victory. The collapse of Bataan
,mando. visited these mills at different
had four sons in the service and we were
does not signal the end of the War. It
times).
But we were naturally pleased to
sorry to learn that one has been lost in
is merely one stepping stone on the long
know of the great interest shown in Monaction
.
road to victory~ Actually we can take .
. tana copper production by the brass mill
\ Berlin itself; actually"" we' can capture
These women, mothers of sons on
workers back East,
To'kyo, and still this mess won't necessari-the
far-flung
battlefronts of the ~orld.;·
They read Copper Commando wi th
I,Y be o~er. ,
are grimly determined to get this war over
interest back there and have reported to
We are sh,ooting away our copper
with.
us tHat they feel they have learned a great
at a staggering rate. Every co.nstruction
deal about mining and smelting as a ·re·
.There are many fathers of service
program of Uncle Sam calls for huge
suit of the picture stories in your own
men in these plants too and they waste no
quantities of copper.
newspaper.
time in getting out the day's production,
, In answer to queries from labor
.:
"We
could make this war last forever i£
Cetting the Dope
about the critical shortage wh'ich has been
we wanted to," one man with two sons
One thing your editors like so much
announced in brass strip, D. Allan Sfrain the Navy told us, "but what sort 'o~
about thei r work in Montana is the fact
chan, Deputy Vice-Chairman, Labor p.ro·
people would we be? Every minute's de-.
that representatives of labor and manageduction O~fice of the War' Production
lay on the production battlefront means
ment alike show such a willingness to coBoard, Washington,
has said: "Operaoperate in giving us the benefit of their .... another life wasted on the actual battletion demands require a tremendous exfront. Our boys are fighting for us and'
knowledge.
I)s a couple of greenhorns,
pansion. of the heavy artillery ammunition
the least we can do is fight for them ....
your editors have to grope their way_
and small arms ammuniti,on' programs.
This means that unprecedented
production demands will be made on brass strip
mills in 1945 •.• Alloy brass strip schedules must be increased from 240 to 354
million pounds a month and brass rod
from 94 to 1121 mmion pounds a month.
, These are needed for the production of
shells which are badly needed at th~
front. "
,

,

I

All of us are weary of being prodded
to work harder, to give more, but there
is no hope of an early peace or an enduring one if we don't stay right with the
job.
MARCH 2, 1945,
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T HE story

e:

-

this picture we see castings moving along the roll
conveyor to the walking beam furnace for f.urther
·processing.

Cartridge brass for small arms and artillery shell
cases is produced at the ~nsonia, Connecticut,.
plant of The American '!rass Company, and' in

'(;AllT.RIDGE BRASS
Uncle Sam is riding herd on all of usfhese
. uses is for cartridge
cases.

brass, which'is

*

days to get out copper and one of its chief

made U'p into cartridge:

discs and artillery

The demand for small arms ammun ition and heavy ammunition

.
again'st the

today is ter-

rific •. Here~s the picture story of your metal as it moves in to manufacturing
back East and is put to work

Axis, and that

*

e'

'12

e

means

shell
plants

Hitler and Hirohito.

of the production of carfridge brass by the American Brass Company is certain to become one of the great
production stories of this wa,r. For cartridge brass, in a sense, represents the
necesJary follow-up, to any air or sea invasion:
.
We can drop block-busters on Berlin
and Tokyo but most military men are by
nowsegreed that air assaults are chiefly
for the purpose' of softening
up the
erie my, taking his munitions plants out of
operation and paralyzing. his communications system and supply lines. But, under
the heaviest assaults .that the Nazi Luftwaffe could offer, the people on the
"right little British Isle" stood up, They
holed in, so to speak; they moved thei r
factories underground;
they launched a
small but growing counter-offensive
and
fought the Nazis out of the air.
, On the same basis, while bur assaults
on' key Nazi centers have been tremendous-far
greater. than any the Nazis ever
did to England-still
you can't farce surrender from the ai r. It takes the arti Ilery
, and the infantry to mop up. It takes battleships, but it also takes destroyers, and
smaller craft; 'even down to PT boats,
down to landing barges which can unleash' fighting men against enemy-held
beachheads,
, Small arms ammunition has played
a major role in this war. so far, and the
chances are good that it will be a bigger
role from now on. There was a lull for
a tim'e in small arms ammunition production, because it was felt that we, had
reached our needed quota. But Hitler upset our timetable and changed all that. '
Cartridge brass for small arms and
arti Itery shell cases is made from seventy
per cent copper arid thirty per cent zinc,
both of which are shipped from Montana.
But there is a whale of a difference in its
appearance from the time it .is shipped
'.from Great Falls to the time it is shipped
#

I

,

That is a elese-up, at the lower left, of the castIngs as they enter the furnace. Below we see a
reduced casting as it' comes through a pair of
.. break-down' roJls. These break-down rolls are
water-cooled and will roll the casting down to
any gage.

MARCH 2, 1945
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Here, in the picture at the left, for example, We
.see the strip going through the break-down' rolls
_for another' reduction. The bars are squared up

break-down rolls are very interesting to
watch in operatior\. We see the heavy castings
several inches thick flaHened down tO'thin strips.
~,

-.

j

out from the American Brass Company
at its Ansonia, Connecticut,
branch.:
Let's follow the' operation along, see
how itbegins, and how it winds up. The
castings which are soon to be fashioned
into bullets and shells, weigh from 625
to 850 pounds.
They are moved by crane
from the casting shop to a roll conveyor
(follow the pictures which illustrate t~is
article and you') I see how the job is
done) . On the roll conveyor they are
moved to the walking
beam furrtace,
, Here the castings enter the, furnace.
The reason it is called a walking
beam furnace is because the furnace itself
works automatically-it"
operates like a
three-step
escalator, for therELare three
rows of bars going into the furnace.
The
top, row drops down after the cake has
dropped into the furnace.
Automatically
the castings are pushed off one at a time.
There are seventy-two castings in the furnace at a time and it take a temperature
of about 700 degrees to make these cakes,
come from the furnace red hot and plastic
enough to roll bars twenty-two
feet long.
These bars are put through a pair of
The operators who handle the castings must have
an eagle-eye--there's
an expert operator to the
right above. To the left below we see t'he casting,

/'

break-down
rolls shown in these pages.
These rolls are water-cooled and the operation will roll the bar down to any ,gage
from one inch to .350 gage. As the picture on the next page shows, the bars are
squared up with an edging roll which'
keeps the bar uniform 'in width for the
from nine to eleven passages through the
rolls. When they have been rolled to the
required specifications,
thirtee~ bars are"
collected and are moved by a crane to a
water-bath tank.
By this time the bars are about twenty-two feet long, and after the water bath,
they are moved by crane to the milling
~ machine which mills both sides.
.
From the milling machine the bars
are conveyed to a set of four-high rolls
for further reduction.
Here the bars are
given two or three passes through the
rolls for reduction to finished thickness.
But the bars are s+ill hard and so
from Hie four-high rolls they are conveyed
to the roller hearth furnace for annealing.
This process softens the rnetal. , They go
in one end and mov€ slowly through the
furnace-it
actually
takes
forty-eight.
,
rolled to the required specifications and gathered
thirteen at a time, moved by crane to the milling
machine which mills both sides. After annealing

I'

and pickli,,!g, the metal goes to the press whidi'
bJanks 'Out cartridge case discs. These operations
are detailed on the next page.
'

,
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, with an edging roll shown in the picture.
keeps the bars uniform in width, which is most
important in this whole operation.

.·13 •
..
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Qn this page are various views of the cartridge
disc production, showing the discs being stamped
out, th~n being examined, checked' and packed
for shipment to arsenals.
By now all this metal
....a probably been sfiot at the Nazis ·or Japs~

The war has gone back into high gear
again. Only a few months ago'the government felt that we were far enough ahead
with our production of certain types of
ammunition th,at we need 'not worry. But
our timetable was upset by !I number of
situations over wh,i,c,hno~dy had any control. As a result, there was a productionstampede back to the mms and factories.
Today this cartridge brass operation in
Connecticut is one of the major operatices
of the production war. With copper once
again high on the critical list, Uncle Sam
is clamoring for every 'single ounce of
copper he can get. The response on the
part of patriotic New Englanders has been
tremendous.
They are doing, an aU:out
job.

*
/

_

minutes for a bar to go through.
After
pickling or cleaning in a sulphuric acid solution, it goes to the press which stamps
out the disc at the rate of forty a minute.' ,
From four to five million pounds of these
discs are shipped to arsenals each month.
, These discs are made in a stamping
press which blanks out the cartridge,
case discs. A Montana housewife would
be reminded of a cookie cutter, because
that is [ust.about what the machine does
-it
cuts out a circle of metal, 'and the
unused metal which is left over+ is returned for reprocessing ..Aflte~ inspection,
off the discs go to the arsenals and from
there to the fighting fronts.
The operations shown qn this page
are among the most interesting of all to be
seen at this plant. These women" many
of them with" relatives or friends in the
service, work with lightning speed.
If
you have any doubts of the stepped-up
American production, visit Connecticut
•
.today.

..
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Th.is is a draw bench-as
the coifs are drawn to
st~aig"ht lengths on this bench, they are cut to
mill lengths.
.

Copp~r shapes ~uch as t:hesE!from ~reat ~al~s are
soon to be converted into commutator C9Pper for ~
fighting' equipment.
.

.

COMMUTATOR
copper is another one.
of the essentials of modern warfare, and
Montana copper does its big job in ·this
connection, too ..
For commutators
are one of the most
,
essential pieces of equipment in military
operations. They are essential to the operation of planes.ijanks and battleshipsin fact, everything which operates by
electrical control, including the jeep ..
These copper commutator segments
are. elements of necessity in peace or war.
The' commutator which carries the current to the armature coils of an electric
motor, or conveys current from the gen_erator coils to the electric transmission
lnes, is an important link in ever:y electrical circuit, whether it runs your automobile, your refrigerator- oil burner or
house lighting system.
Commutators, which. vary greatly in
size, are made up of carefully drawn and
cut shapes of high conductivity copper,
fitted together and separated from each
other with an insulation material such as
mica. In its commutator copper mill, The
American Brass Company produces mi 1lions of commutator segments each cut to
'"an exact design, whether its weight is in
ounces or pounds. And each is doing its
essential war job today.
Commutators
used for small high
speed generators - on airplanes generate
considerable heat and require commutator copper with from fifteen to twenty
ounces of silver to a ton of copper. This
small quantity of silver permits the commutator segments to withstand the high
operating temperatures.
Here on this page we see commutator copper as it is manufactured.
The
billets are first moved by crane to a fur'
nace to be heated to a red hot stage. After
t

\'

This is how the bars are cut to exact lengths.
A
foot pedal pulls the saw over to the block before
the bar is cut to required length.

This is one of the final drawing operations. This
operator, with a thirty-year service record: is
doing his part.

*
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(;OM.
MUTATOR
'(;OPP·ER

passing through from fourteen to sixteen
hot roll passes, the copper comes out in
coilform.
These red hot coils are "dunked" in
a tank of water for immediate cooling-ethe finished coil 'we saw was one inch
wide and about two hundred feet long,
It was black due to oxidation caused by
'exposure of the hot copper to the air during rolling. This oxide is removed and
the coils thus cleaned by a pickling operation which means dipping them in dilute
. sulphuric acid solution.
The coils move.
then to the cold rolling operations which
, transform the coil from a jectangular
shape to a wedge shape, which is the commutator shape. After their passing, they
are put into the. annealing furnace to
soften the coils for further reduction.
Once more they are given a sulphuric bath
and then taken to the draw benches 'to be
drawn to finished size,

'.

*
The 'boys ~t ~reat Falls will recognize the
copper bars with which this oper,di'on
starts.
Because ..the miners in But.te get,
out, the ore, the smeltermen a't Anaconda
carry the job along and the men at Creat
Falls fashion it into different shapes, your
fell-ow workers in The American Brass
Company. mills are able to pick up these' •
Montana products and turn them into essential war products.

.

*
An exhaustive inspection is made for surface defects.
Once okayed they are ready for packi"g
and shipment to various arsenals..

These coils must be finished to very
close tolerance--in
other words, .they
must be exactly true to specifications. Before these lengths can be shipped to the
manufacturers,
they .ml,lst be inspected
. for any surface
defects.
After this thor-'
.
oughgoing inspection, they are". packed
and are ready for shipment.
The next
firne you hear a plane roaring overhead,
remember that the copper which you"
mined, smelted or-refined is used in the
parts which keep that plane in the air.
Uncle Sam needs most desperately
all of the products of the American Brass
Company today. These mills are turni~g
out the essential equipment of war just as
fast as it can be done. But they are behind
schedule, too, because of the manpower
shortages." But they cannot produce the
finished product unless they have the raw
materials with which .to work.

.

Commutator coppe'r after hot rolling comes out
in coil form. This coiler operates a preliminary
coil roller at Ansonia.

,
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THIS 'WAR
ISN'T OYER
I

UNTIL ..TDE
.....

.OTHER GUY·,
4

LAYS 'DOWN
'"

DIS GUN!

*
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Hitler didn't start ,tMs war by accident__;.
'he started it by 'design; and it took years of
'planning.
..,iro_hito didn't attack Pe~rl
'Harbor' on an impulse-his
mif.itary ma'ch'ine had figured it for thirty years. These
bandits didn;t go 'into the wa," w'ith the
'idea of losing it. They, wHI fight to the
'bitterenci, because th~tis the onlych·oice
left for them. And as iong as a' Nazi or ~
Jap lugs a _gun, we and' our fammes are
in danger.

.
I

•
Here are our boys approaching the Pacific beachheads, ready.to tangle with th, Nips. In the pictureabove, a Navy 'combat photography unit was on hand when the first' wave of American troops was put
ashore at a Japanese-occupied island, and many' of the photographs taken at that time. were made
under heavy Japanese fire. Other ships in the convoy can be seen beyond the deck of this crowded
tran~port. In the lower picture the men descend their rope ladders preparatory to' landing. And your
Montana copper is in aU of these ships.

)
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ONE thing

all of usmust keep in these
trying times is a sense of balance. We
must try to judge these wartime situations calmly and sensibly,
If the' soldier in a Pacific jungle
loses his head and exposes himself to ene ..
my fire, he is just a casualty, a man 'who
tried to do something for his country but

didn't.
We civilians have many such cas'ualties among us, men and women who
think the war is over because some small
"victory has been won. These people ar,e
ready to drop their wartime jobs and their
wartime obligations and hurry back to
peacetime conditions.
The fighting man can't lay down his
gun yet any more than we can lay down
our tools. You can't tell a man on K ra-tions that a juicy steak is around the corner because he knows it isn't. You can't
tell him that, because some enemy town
has fallen, he will be home next week.
He won't be.
/
Let' s all stay with the job.

•

